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ORIENT EXPRESS # 2

ARTIST’S STATEMENT

I am motivated by profound issues and mundane things, by the need to convey
messages and by the equally intense need to involve myself physically in paint
and the act of painting. I devote my art to portraying, uniting and inspiring
women, and enlightening men with these portrayals. But I also delight in the
ordinary world, the objects that surrond us and provide comfort, comprising
our domestic lives. I make pictures constantly, doodling and sketching even
when not painting or planning a painting. Increasingly, I have been immersing
myself in details, drawing and painting what I formerly collaged into the
picture. I make plenty of “Pop” references to the culture of consumption, but I
am not making a social statement or being ironic _ I am simply looking at the
way we live.
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BRIDALVEIL FALL

I was trained as a painter at the University of California, Berkeley at a time
(the early 1970s) when groundbreaking figurative painters were moving into
positions of influence in the Bay Area. I had the good fortune to study under
Joan Brown and Elmer Bischoff, both of whom were thoroughly supportive of
my representational tendencies, especially of my inclination to paint the world,
urban and domestic, visual and personal. I have followed that approach ever
since, painting in a physically loose but visually ordered style that straddles the
border between realistic depiction and caricature. Especially in the 1980s my
work was regarded as “neo-expressionistic,” but it can be more accurately
considered a continuation of the Bay Area Figurative tradition, with a certain
touch of Funk and an acceptance of patterning, bright colors, and even the
incorporation of decorative collage. These factors enter in response to my
identification with the feminist movement, and I proudly acknowledge that
my art takes a “woman’s point of view.”

_
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The age of digitalization has cast much of traditional artistic practice into a kind of existential crisis. Not
only does the ubiquity of the computer cast a critical light on all established means of creating images, it
calls into question the purpose of such images. At the same time, the computer and the harsh light it
sheds on our lives and expectations makes us that much more aware of what makes us, finally, human,
and what makes our lives worth living. Jennifer White Kuri’s painting reminds us that being human is an
actual, not – or at least not just – a virtual process.
In the context of the digital age, portraying people, a fundament of artistic practice from cave painting on, becomes a stranger
and yet more necessary practice than ever. And painting, a decidedly manual activity with decidedly physical results, also becomes
more necessary than ever, a contrasting and counterbalancing experience to that of witnessing images on a flat, featureless screen.
Painting is anything but a virtual activity; it is an actual activity. Jennifer White Kuri’s approach to painting – an approach that, however
distinctive in its personal stylizations, is tied closely and knowingly to tradition – emphasizes that “actuality” in its vividness, its
closeness to the hand, its
. While not extravagant in its exploitation of materials – and certainly not in its use of pigment –
Kuri’s manner betrays manual contact, whether through brushstroke or collage or even handwriting, and leaves exposed, quite
deliberately, the physical nature(s) of the materials she employs.
Kuri’s depictions are not centered on their subjects alone; they manifest an emotional life woven around and at the same time
issuing from the subjects, no matter how inert those subjects may be, and no matter how rudimentarily Kuri may choose to render them.
Some of her most intensely felt pictures are still lifes, even still lifes with but a single object in them. In solitude lies a peculiar power,
Kuri knows, following the lead of still life painters from Morandi and Matisse to the painters of the Dutch and Spanish baroque.
Similarly, the facades of a city can provide a reflective intimacy as nothing smaller or nearer or living and breathing can provide, and
Kuri’s hand-wrought “captures” of favored restaurants and shops also capture light and atmosphere and memory.
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The ten individuals Kuri depicts have met for dinner for years on a semi-regular basis in the city of San Francisco. Their
gatherings are more formal than coffee klatches, but certainly less so than the meetings of a membership club. The women come from
varied backgrounds; although they are not that far apart in social or economic standing, their places of origin are disparate, even exotic
to one another. These are social women, but not necessary society women. They assemble because they understand one another’s
intellectual and spiritual restlessness.
Certainly, we feel that restlessness coursing through Kuri’s portrayals of her dinner mates. The painter’s colorful, spontaneous
style, with its angularity and expansiveness, embodies the women’s mental energy and abiding curiosity. In fact, Kuri conveys this
living, breathing, bristling mentality in all cases less by depicting the way her subject looks than by displaying the artifacts of each
subject’s mind and soul. In their literal contents these paintings are themselves as much still life as portrait; but the still life content
embodies biographical and spiritual detail that the women’s visages and body language simply can’t convey. These are not staged
portraits, but compiled portraits.The
Thesubjects
subjectsare
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notacting
actingthemselves,
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butdescribing
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themselves.
The history of portraiture is of course dotted with depictions that describe their subjects as much through associative objects as
through images of the sitters themselves. In this respect alone, Kuri maintains a tradition; indeed, she quite willfully extends its specific
practice in the context of the Bay Area Figurative School. A product of the San Francisco region, Kuri trained at the University of
California, Berkeley under Elmer Bischoff and Joan Brown, both of whom contributed crucially to the practice of stylized figuration
associated with the Bay Area. By time she came to study with him, Bischoff had already begun to return to abstraction, but his
experience with the figure gave him a catholic outlook that enabled him to advise and encourage the young painter in her own dealing
with the figure.
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It was Brown, however, who provided Kuri with the most acute encouragement, and certainly the most emphatic role model. Already
well established by the early 1970s, Brown embraced early on the visual trappings of a self-assured feminism; by the time Kuri came to
her, Brown was painting the figure in a flat, stylized, yet rich and shrewdly inflected manner, embracing “feminine” factors such as
patterning and the “feminine” qualities of Henri Matisse’s later work. Even Brown’s enduring preoccupation with her own image – an
image which she elaborated with much fantastical and/or autobiographical detail – could no longer be seen as a woman’s attempt to be
tough, but could now be regarded as an ongoing act of self-reflection in a narrative – that is, gynocentric – context.
Kuri’s willing embrace of the feminine – of women-associated objects, and ultimately of women themselves, as subject matter –
echoes Brown’s. But Kuri’s approach is more circumspect subjectively, if no less visually brash: while it centers on her own life and
experiences, Kuri’s art asserts not her presence, but her experience. We almost never see Kuri (the self-portrait that completes The Dinner
Club cycle a notable exception), but we see the world through her eyes, as if perusing her diary. Kuri’s viewpoint is cinematic to a great
degree, but she does not star in her own painted “movies” so much as script and direct them. Call it auteur painting.
One other notable self-portrait immediately precedes The Dinner Club cycle in Kuri’s oeuvre. Mother’s Day shows the artist at the
canvas, beginning a painting of herself. Her adult daughter sleeps to her right; her dog sits before her, staring warily out at the viewer; her
mother buzzes about her head. Mother’s Day, connecting mother to daughter, connects further to a slightly earlier painting of the same
dimensions, My Mother In Miyake, a full-length portrayal of Kuri’s mother seen in profile – indeed clothed in Issey Miyake’s infamous
“pyramid dress” – silhouetted against a pattern so active that its components fall to the floor around her. She is barefoot; her sandals rest
before her. Between the painting of the two canvases, Kuri’s mother died. The portrait of her became a memorial; Mother’s Day became a
contemplative celebration of her legacy.
The “Mother” canvases were preceded by a sequence of symbolic – or, if you would, mythic – female figures commissioned for the
office of Miami’s Department of Children and Families. Here, Kuri maintained even more of the style and attitude of her mentor Joan
Brown (who by that time had herself died in a tragic accident), rendering her archetypal females with conceptually appropriate stylization,
surrounded by patterned elaboration and certain indicators of their meanings and roles. This sequence manifested the simple forms and
hieratic organization appropriate for public commissions, readily understood and accepted images that draw upon whatever is left of a
common civic representation to assure viewers of the meaningfulness and stability of their social environment.
Despite her many smaller paintings, collages, and drawings, Kuri claims that, like her mentor Brown, she is most comfortable
working on a larger scale. It gives her the ability, she says, to “step into the painting and be a participant” – an understandable goal for an
artist whose daily life and observations provide her the subjects and even the impetus for her art. In the informal organization of its
paintings, the array of effects ranging from the pristine to the chaotic, and the relaxed, at-home situation of the figures at the pictures’
cores, The Dinner Club cycle certainly reads as a mental state – or several – into which one can “walk.” These paintings are about personal
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MOTHER’S DAY

space – the personal space of the subject, the personal space of the artist, the personal space of the viewer, and the place where those
personal spaces intersect and, ideally, fuse. At the same, one never confuses one’s own identity with that of the sitter; they, we, and Kuri
all recognize and accept the personal and civil boundaries that allow us all that crucial trace of true privacy. Kuri shows her friends great
respect, almost protectively (like the dog in Mother’s Day) providing a distance between her subjects and those to whom they are
exposing their lives.
Whether it is the non-American origin of several dinner club members, the age of them all, or simply Kuri’s own sense of selfcontainment and guarded intimacy, The Dinner Club paintings, for all their myriad clues and trappings, evince none of the sloppy
revelation in which the Internet – and much broadcast entertainment – is currently awash. These paintings reveal their subjects, to be
sure, but reveal only so much and no more. It does not make them seem nobler, more powerful, more attractive, or smarter than they
really are; by placing the figures themselves in their own middle distance, and ringing them with “loaded” objects, Kuri is able to
describe her subjects satisfactorily to her audience even while using the broadest of strokes to realize that description. This is the
opposite of voyeurism; and, while thoroughly modern in their conception and realization, The Dinner Club paintings are thoroughly
traditional in the dignity they permit, even find in, the subject.
Jennifer White Kuri’s insightful but measured approach to the depiction of others will serve her handily in her next project: a
cycle of “Global Women,” women from around the world who are not only accomplished, but are figures of leadership and inspiration.
In this way, Kuri continues to further Joan Brown’s, and many others’, quest to empower women in the world’s eyes – by finding
women who are already empowered in their own.

photo by Celia Tejada
photo by Celia Tejada
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JENNIFER WHITE KURI on THE DINNER CLUB CYCLE
JENNIFER WHITE KURI on
CYCLE
The women’s dinner club was founded in 1978 by my friend, Noreen Ferrari. It is more commonly known among insiders as “Hot Jello.”
The club has gathered regularly over food and wine for the past thirty years in San Francisco, primarily to exchange ideas and share our passions.
We all lead extremely creative, active, and very intense lives, and, in the three decades that the dinner club has been meeting, we have of course had
many laughs as well as weathered many of life’s storms: divorces, raising teenagers, the death of parents, etc. I found out literally how true this has
been when areas of the paintings I had mapped out became dated before I finished painting them. The paintings have truly become snapshots of
those particular days and times.
The idea for the cycle of paintings came about after being intrigued so often by the strong bond we share and how dependable women are
for one another. Each painting in the series has resulted from an extensive interview conducted with each subject. I portray each friend, ten in all, not
just as a figure, but rather as a human with a complex history providing the essence of the person without giving away everything. I realize that the
paintings are also flavored by my emotional history with each of the women. In many cases I respected their privacy and hid some secrets behind
other revelations.
An interesting challenge confronted me as I delved further into making these paintings. I had become accustomed in my artwork to choosing
subject matter strictly as a vehicle for making paintings. I’d grown used to transcending the subject in deference to the materials and to the very act
of painting. In these cases, however, a personal responsibility to each sitter and to our shared history came to the fore, and I could not just use my
friends as still lifes – mere objects to paint.
I have left each woman faceless. I understand this further prompts the viewer to make assumptions about the subject. Perhaps this is a bit
wicked of me, as I have deliberately provoked thoughts finally left unanswered. The pop iconography of certain luxury items is not under attack, but
is acknowledged. Authentic in their sophisticated taste, these women more importantly honor life’s real value – well beyond material possessions.
Also, I make no excuses about being unabashedly domestic. I want the viewer to step into the work where they feel comfortable, inspired, and can
rest a bit. Most of the women are mothers but this series captures each woman in a moment by themselves.
Although I currently reside in Los Angeles, these Bay Area women have remained a rich part of my life, and I still attend the dinners. I
remain devoted to them and to the San Francisco region, as I earned my MA in 1975 at the University of California, Berkeley, where I flourished
under the tutelage of some very well known, and very giving, Bay Area Figurative painters. I have continued ever since on the course they helped set
me on. As the art world has navigated so many directions since, I continue to travel the globe, refreshed by my painting roots and the region in
which they are rooted. I feel as if I hail from a neighborhood with a flavor and color, distinction and honesty all its own. This spiritual region is
eclectic and confident, transcending trends. After all these years it still feels as if I’m stumbling onto a city block with a unique character to it, and
that I’ve made a discovery that’s not available anywhere else and that I want to be part of for the rest of my life.
The completion of this series has evolved into a new cycle: women’s portraits from around the globe, all who are working to change their
social, political, and physical environments for the better, offering hope to scores of other women. The purpose in doing this as an art exhibit is to
translate their fearlessness across all borders through the medium of painting. During my travels I have begun the first three interviews of women
from Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, and Panama, and formally started the
. What I am finding is the spiritual and intellectual wealth
of women from multiple sectors – education, healthcare, government, media, and the arts – who are working hard to make a difference is truly
enlightening.
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GLOBAL WOMEN ’ SERIES
Preparing layout on kraft paper
for preliminary study for paintings.

Over the next ten years I plan to devote myself primarily to what I call the

.

This is intended as a cycle of portraits of (at this point) thirteen women who are scattered around the
globe, all of whom are working to change their social, political, and physical environments for the
better. I will portray these women as I have portrayed the women in

series,

surrounded by objects and images that define their personalities and their professional and spiritual
purposes. As I’ve chosen these women for their contribution to humankind rather than for the
intimacy I share with them, the items in these paintings will not be as full of private references. But
there will still be many personal as well as public symbols. Significantly, the
will not consist only of the finished paintings, but of the notations and studies and other preparatory
materials that lead up to each painting, so that the process of compiling information and deciding
how to translate it to canvas will figure in the overall experience of the series. Having worked with
Christo and Jeanne-Claude on their

project thirty years ago, I have long appreciated

the conceptual underpinnings and the importance of process in an artistic project that exists in the
social sphere. I thus regard the

as a social as well as aesthetic effort.
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